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Utility Provider
Congratulations with your new home!
Together with your estate agent Utility Provider helps
you arrange your utilities. We offer a wide range of the
best suppliers in the Netherlands!

Who are we:
Utility Provider has grown into the biggest facilitator for Energy, TV,
Internet, Insurance and Telecom. We’re partnered with >800 real
estate companies in the UK, BE and NL to provide consumers with
independent advice when choosing the best utility suppliers in the
market. Utility Provider saves you time and streamlines the process
of moving by organising all your contracts with the suppliers that
you choose. Our team of 35 employees is always ready to assist you
with any questions you may have about your utilities.
Utility Provider is directly engaged with Dutch energy suppliers
such as Essent, Nuon, Energiedirect, Greenchoice, and Nederlandse
Energie Maatschappij (NLE) and acts as your intermediary so that
you don’t have to contact the supplier yourself. We also work with
a large range of telecom providers such as Ziggo, KPN, Telfort, and
XS4ALL. In short, we provide you with the best options that suit you.

How we work:
Utility Provider is a young, innovative company that strives to bring
you the highest quality with a personal touch. Our employees will
work with you to find out which suppliers will be the best fit in your
personal situation. We will look at how long you plan to stay at your
new home, the best promotions, tariffs, terms of delivery, conditions,
and customer service. We will also check what the options are with
your contracts with your current suppliers, if applicable.

Our experts will by happy to explain the possibilities at your new
address and what the next steps are in the application process.
In short, Utility Provider arranges everything for you!

What’s in it for you?
 Hassle additional organisation of all your contracts through a single phone call
 Independent and personal advice
 Always the best offer based on your personal situation
 No more long waiting periods with suppliers
 Expertise about questions relating to service and usage questions
Utility Provider is a additional service that takes away all your hassles when
moving, this service is offered to you by your real estate agent.

